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ABSTRACT
The Need for Data Structures is to organize data more efficaciously for complex applications. Many data
structures exist but we need to select the confiscated data structure to meet the solution. A survey has been
carried out on different types of data structures to identify their qualities and demarcations. This paper
describes prominent data structures in a consistent manner to provide a concise comparison on performance of
data structures. This paper presents a brief study on performance, time complexity and applications of data
structures. This paper classifies data structures into seven categories that group them according to their time
complexity.
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The implementation of a data structure usually

I. INTRODUCTION

requires writing a set of procedures that create and
Data structures are used in the situations where
logical relationship is required between the data
elements in order to store the data. The logical or

manipulate instances of that structure.

mathematical model of a particular organization of

This paper gives clear description about the Data
Structures, time complexity analysis and their

data is called as data structure [1]. Data structures are

applications. Section II presents related work that is

designed to organize data to suit a specific purpose so

carried out for analyzing the time complexity of data

that it can be accessed and worked with in

structures and also the classification based on their

appropriate ways. In computer programming, a data
structure may be selected or designed to store data for

time complexity.

Section III describes the time

the purpose of working on it with various algorithms

complexity analysis for insertion, deletion and search
operations for different range of elements (N).

[2]. Data structures provide a means to manage huge

Section IV presents the experimental results and

amounts of data efficiently. Some formal design

discusses

methods and programming languages emphasize data
structures, rather than algorithms. While Selecting a

(different values of N). Section V presents real time

Data Structure first we need to analyze the problem

its

performance

over

each

scenario

applications and finally section VI presents the
conclusions of the paper.

to determine the resource constraints a solution must
meet, and then determine the basic operations that

II. RELATED WORK

must be supported. We need to calculate the resource
constraints for each operation and at last select the
data structure that best meets these requirements. In

Premeditation and analysis of each and every data

general

each operation with different range of input data (N).

we

can

change

the

data

structures

structure are done and based on their run time for

dynamically to prepare the data for a given algorithm.
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Data structures are classified in to seven categories

performance. The following Table:1 shows the time

that group them according to their time complexity.

complexity of each data structure which is further

These data structures works efficiently according to

used for classification.

the

user’s

problem

definition

with

unique

Table 1. Time Complexity of each Data Structure for Insertion, Deletion and Search operations
Time Complexity

Name of the Data
Structure
Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Insertion

Deletion

Search

Ο(1)

Ο(1)

Ο(1)

Ο(1)

Ο(N)

Ο(N)

Ο(LOG N)

Ο(LOG N)

Ο(N)

Ο(LOG N)

Ο(LOG N)

Ο(LOG N)

Ο(1)

Ο(LOG N)

Ο(1)

Stack
Queue
List
Linked list
Heap
Binary Heap
B-Tree
2-3-4 Tree

Category 4

B+ Tree
Red Black Tree
Splay Tree

Category 5

Priority Queue
Fibonacci Heap

Category 6

Dequeue

Ο(1)

Ο(1)

Ο(N)

Category 7

Binary Tree

Ο(N)

Ο(N)

Ο(LOG N)

Table 2. Run time for different input data size (N)
Run time (in Seconds) for different input
Notation Complexity

data size N

Description
N=10000

Ο(1)

Constant

N=1000000

N=10000000

Constant time

Constant time

10-5 secs

1.7*10-5 secs

2*10-5 secs

(0.00001

(0.000017

(0.00002

secs)

secs)

secs)

0.1 secs

1 sec

Constant number of

Constant

operations, not depending

time

on the input data size
Ο(log N)

Logarithmic

Number of operations
proportional to log2(N)
Number of operations

Ο(N)

Linear

proportional to the input
data.
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III. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Time complexity analysis is required to predict the
resources that the algorithm requires and to estimate
the running time of an algorithm. Here Different
values for N (input data size) were taken and
analysed the run time for insertion, deletion and
search operations for the data structures discussed
above. The
Based on the above Table 2 for different values of N
and the based on Table: 1, graphs are depicted for
insertion, deletion and search operations to illustrate

Figure 3. Comparison of Time Complexity of data

the performance of data structures graphically. Table:

structures for Searching an element considering

2 illustrate the big Ο notation, complexity and run

different values of N

time in seconds.

IV. OBSERVATIONS
Table 3 show the observations, an input explain how
the run time will vary for different data sizes for
performing each operation. The Table clearly
describes how the run time will change when the
size of the input data increases and it also tells which
data structure is best suited for performing specific
Figure 1. Comparison of Time Complexity of data
structures for Inserting an element considering

operations.
 Stack and queue take constant time for

different values of N

performing all the operations irrespective of
size of input data.


As the input data size increases the run time
rapidly increases for searching an element in a
linked list.



The run time for inserting and deleting an
element from the binary heap is very less, but
as the input data size increases run time for
searching an element rapidly increases. If the
algorithm involves appending a lot of data then

Figure 2. Comparison of Time Complexity of data
structures for Deleting an element considering

heaps can be used and is best suited if a large
number of insertions and deletions are needed.

different values of N
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Irrespective of the size of the input data the run

size of the input data increases run time

time for the data structures which belongs to

increases rapidly.

category 4 for performing insertion, deletion



In contrast to other data structures, for a binary

and search operations is very less. To keep data

tree the run time for inserting and deleting an

sorted; despite arbitrary inserts and deletes then

element rapidly increases as the input data size

a red black tree can be preferred. The run time

increases. But once after inserting all the

for performing insertion and search operations

elements run time for searching an element is

is constant for priority queue and Fibonacci

very less irrespective of size of input data. A

heap, but for deleting an element run time is

binary tree is a good data structure to use for

very less. Priority queue can be used to order a

searching sorted data.

list by some kind of importance.


The run time for dequeue is constant for
insertion and deletion operations, but as the
Table 3. Run time analysis for different input data size (N)
Run Time analysis for input data size (N)
Name of
the
Data
Structure

Stack
Queue
List
Linked list
Heap
Category
Binary
3
Heap
B-Tree
2-3-4 Tree
Category B+ Tree
4
Red Black
Tree
Splay Tree
Priority
Category Queue
5
Fibonacci
Heap
Category
Dequeue
6
Category Binary
7
Tree
Category
1
Category
2

Insertion

Deletion

Search

For small
input

As the input

For small
input

As the input

For small
input

As the input

data size

data size
increases

data size

data size
increases

data size

data size
increases

constant time

constant
time

constant time

constant
time

constant time

constant time

less

increases
rapidly

less

increases
rapidly

very less

very less

very less

very less

less

increases
rapidly

very less

very less

very less

very less

very less

very less

constant
time

constant time

very less

very less

constant
time

constant time

constant
time

constant time

constant
time

constant time

less

increases
rapidly

less

increases
rapidly

less

increases
rapidly

very less

very less

constant
time
constant
time

V. APPLICATIONS



Stacks can be used for converting a decimal
number into a binary number, Towers of Hanoi
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problem, parsing, and in runtime memory

considering different range of input data size.. The

management.

data structures described in this paper are prominent

Queue can be used for Simulation, Ordered

and efficient. The degree of speed-up in practice will

requests and Searches.

depend upon the machines on which they are

Priority Queue can be used for

Bandwidth

management,

simulation,

Discrete

event

implemented.

Dijkstra's algorithm, Huffman coding, A* and

During this survey, found some points that can be

SMA*

further explored in the future, such as to design

search

algorithms

and

ROAM

triangulation algorithm.

algorithms and data structures in order to minimize

Deque is used for the A-Steal job scheduling

the run time even for larger input data sizes and try

algorithm.

to explore deeper in this research area.

List can be used to store a list of records. The
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